Multi-User Collaboration
Empowers LifePoint Health

		

THE SITUATION

The Director of Financial Reporting at LifePoint Health, a publiclytraded, Fortune 500 healthcare operator across the U.S., wanted to
enable his team to shorten its reporting cycle without sacrificing
quality. They faced the common challenges of facilitating input from
multiple parties and manual input and copying of data, which were
intensified by tight deadlines. As team leader, he sought a solution that
would enable multi-user collaboration, automation for data entry, and
acceleration of workflow.

THE TRANSFORMATION
The director of financial reporting saw the potential to elevate
LifePoint Health’s SEC filing process and looked to Certent Disclosure
Management for his reporting needs. After he implemented Certent,
LifePoint had the infrastructure in place to streamline the process of
creating the company’s SEC filings. “Now that we have implemented
Certent we have a much more efficient process and are able to utilize
Excel® to update tables in the document instantly.” Also, by allowing
multiple users to work within the document simultaneously, the
reporting team was able to shave valuable time off of their lengthy
reporting cycle.

While there are a variety of software features the financial reporting
team cannot live without, the team maintains that it is the Certent
support team and dedicated accountants that “sets Certent apart” from
the competition.
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Case Study: LifePoint Health

Quick Stats
Company Name:
LifePoint Health, Inc.
Industry:
Hospitals
Client Position:
Director, Financial Reporting
Certent User For:
Seven years
Key Result:
Increased reporting efficiency
and improved collaboration

“After implementing Certent,
we have a much more efficient
process. We are able to utilize
Excel® to update tables in the
document immediately.”
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THE RESULTS
With support from the customer success experts, the financial reporting
team has experienced the following results:
• Significant increases in reporting productivity and improved
collaboration by removing manual processes

• Consistent styles with the help of Certent Formatting Services

• Expert support and services from the client success team – especially
for last minute changes
• The functionality to quickly roll-forward figures for future filings

“We can’t live without the
linking process. We utilize
an Excel® linking source in
every table to transfer the
data immediately into the
document.”

Using Certent’s Disclosure Management solution, LifePoint has increased
its reporting efficiency while ensuring its disclosures meet regulatory
requirements.
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Certent, Inc. is a leading provider of software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions for
equity compensation and financial disclosure management. Our open ecosystem
allows for comprehensive partner integrations enabling best-in-class stock plan
administration, robust financial reporting for ASC 718, and high quality EDGAR/
SEDAR filings in XBRL, HTML, and Inline XBRL. Founded in 2002, Certent has
helped more than 1,800 public, private, and pre-IPO companies worldwide
innovate their stock plan and financial reporting processes.
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